WAREHOUSE COLLABORATIVE

Driving Directions

Address
1794 Union Avenue Baltimore, MD 21211 (map / street view)

Tenants
Baltimore Teacher Supply Swap
Break A Difference
Bedtime in a Box
Leveling the Playing Field
Maryland Book Bank
School Colors

Directions

On Union Ave:
Drive west towards the 83 overpass, MTA Lightrail Station & Woodberry Kitchen. As you cross the rail tracks, make a right as if you’re making a U-turn to cross the rail tracks again. Follow the strip of warehouses on Union Ave all the way to the end where you’ll see a small parking lot — we’re directly front of AA Signs (see orange below).

On Clipper Park Road:
Drive east past Woodberry Kitchen and towards the MTA Lightrail Station. As you approach Union Ave, veer left and cross the rail tracks towards the strip of warehouses. Follow the strip of warehouses on Union Ave all the way to the end where you’ll see a small parking lot — we’re directly front of AA Signs (see orange below).

Next Page for Parking & Loading Dock Instructions
Driving Directions

Parking
- Parking Lot
  Park here, but please do NOT park or block any of the docks.
- Additional Parking
  If the parking lot is full, feel free to park here along the side of the building facing 83.

Loading
Dock
We are the loading dock closest to 83. To access, backup for loading/unloading and call your point of contact to open the dock doors. There’s a dock leveler/ramp to bridge the gap between truck & dock.

Ramp
This ramp drives up and onto our warehouse floor. To access, call your point of contact to clear the ramp & open the dock doors.